Thank you for choosing Loud & Clear Marketing’s Advertising Tips for Small Businesses, the
guide that gives you tips on making your advertising more compelling so you can make more
connections. Your customers are seeing more than 4,000 ads a day. You need to know how to
stand out from your competition! We’ve gathered a general overview of best practices all in one
place, giving you expert insight into how to make your advertising more effective.
In this Blueprint we answer questions we’re routinely asked as an outsourced marketing
department for our own clients - both B2B and B2C. If you’re wondering where to start, how to
break through the noise, and what messages are best for your business, you’re not alone! And
you’ve come to the right place. We’re going to cover all that and more - all in one easy reference
guide.
You’ll see throughout the guide that there are hyperlinks to outside resources that either act as
background to the fact we’re stating or have further resources we believe could help you. Just
watch for the blue text that’s underlined and click on the link that shows up. That will take you to
the source document and you can read to get further information on the topic.
Read on to learn more and to get your business seen and heard!
The Loud & Clear Team

In the last 60 years, neuroscientists have begun to identify how our brains work - particularly
how our brains work when we make decisions. That’s particularly important to us as marketers
because knowing how decisions are made can help us make better ads. The prevailing thought
today is that we make decisions in the frontal cortex of our brains. Digging deeper, scientists are
able to map the decision paths to find that our emotional brains battle with our rational brains
to make decisions. In fact, the emotional part of our brains are quite important when it comes
to making decisions. Some scientists think this is what drives our “gut” decisions and impulse
buys - and it drives how we calculate risks vs. rewards.
So how does this apply to advertising? If you’re not thinking about how your target customer is
making a decision to buy your product or service, you’re either going to lose sales or it’s going
to take longer to make a sale. The closer you can align to the decision-making process, the more
efficient the sales process can be and the more effective.
We’ll talk more later about the “who” of this process in the audience building section of this
guide. Now, however, we’ll focus on the “what”
of the process. What do you put into ads to help
potential customers make the decision to buy?
Should your ad be more emotional or more
rational?
One researcher says that 95% of our purchasing
decisions are made in our subconscious mind
(which is overseen by our emotions). He believes
that no matter how radically you try to
differentiate yourself from your competitors,
you’ll still be perceived within the overall
framework of reference that’s already been
established in the mind of the customer.
However, if you can change that frame of
reference by adding emotion, you’ll be able to
find new connections - and new opportunities for sales.

The best answer is you should test within your audience to find out which tactic gets the best
traction - especially if you don’t have the neuromarketing tools the big brands use. And it’s likely
you’ll need a little bit of both, along with a dash of storytelling to create a memorable ad.
To connect with the emotional brain of your audience members, think about the visuals and
music you use in your advertisements. What visuals are going to appeal to your audience? Will
those visuals invoke an emotional response? Are the colors you’re using connecting with your
audience (see color psychology, below)? If you’re using images with people in them, does it
matter where the person is looking (see below)? All of these are important questions to ask
yourself as you’re creating your ads.
There are different types of emotional responses you can inspire with your audience. For
example, ads with babies or puppies could inspire an empathetic response. Ads that are
particularly creative, different from others in their category, or that show humor could be
perceived as creative or innovative. Studies have shown that ads with an emotional pull are
often more successful than ads focused on rational content. And we tend to remember things
that inspire emotional responses in our brains.
According to John Medina’s Brain Rules, when our brains detect emotionally charged events such as the coronavirus pandemic - the amygdala releases dopamine into the system. That
dopamine aids memory and information processing. And it helps us remember the
emotionally-charged moments.
To connect with the rational brain of your
audience members - the center of analysis and
language - you’ll need to highlight the tangible
benefits of what you’re selling. This could mean
you’re highlighting the benefits of the product or
service you’re selling. That means you could tell
your audience the advantages of going with your
company as compared to one of your
competitors. It can also mean detailing the
benefits they’ll experience by using your
product. Another way to approach this is to
assess facts in a rational manner. This approach
is great for serious topics, such as talking about
the benefits of choosing one doctor or
healthcare provider over another.
The thing that brings both the emotional and the rational brain together is storytelling. The
lymbic part of our brain - the emotional center of the brain - is where the impact of a story, and
thus it’s memorability, is determined. Historically, stories have been the way we connect and
protect each other, and to some extent our storytelling has helped us survive as a species.
Today, storytelling inspires connection, cooperation, and trustworthiness.

When we connect with characters in stories, our brains release oxytoxin -.the hormone that
bonds us to things and inspires empathy - and neurologically we begin to connect to the story.
Introducing conflict into a story that resolves during the ad is also very satisfying to our brains.
This story arc keeps us engaged through the end of the story - overcoming a problem for every
advertiser: getting the audience to pay attention to what you’re telling them!
Donald Miller (of Building a Storybrand fame) advocates for opening what he calls a “storyloop”
that invites your audience into a story that follows a traditional story arc - believing that
bringing the audience into the framework of story engages the emotional needed to make
connection.
So, practically, what can you do in your advertising to get your audience’s brains to engage?
1. Use visuals that help convey your message.
As we discussed above, audiences want to be
part of the story. Inserting characters that allow
us to mirror their journey or that fit into the
existing frameworks in our heads, helps with
connection.
2. Use music to trigger emotion or buying
decisions. As you can see from this TED talk,
music can trigger buying decisions. The right kind
of music can also inspire emotion. Think about
the national advertising you see on television at
any given time - the ads that are aimed to a
broad audience - and begin to note the music
used in those ads. Often you’ll hear the music of
the generation with the most buying power.
However, if the target audience is different - i.e., skews younger or toward a particular
interest group - the music may be from a band more popular in that generation.
3. Step into the shoes of your audience. Looking at your advertising from the point of view of
audience members will better direct what content you put in your ad and where you put it.
Highlight the benefits of your product or service, telling your audience how it makes their
lives better, solves a problem or how they will benefit from buying from you. Contrast this
with what’s at stake if they don’t buy from you - how their lives will be worse without you.
4. Remember the power of the story arc. You have a matter of seconds to draw your audience
into your story. Make sure you introduce something that draws your audience in from the
beginning, being sure to find a way to induce that emotion that drives purchase decisions,
and be sure to include an ending that signals it’s time for the audience to engage.

5. Integrate simple messages and make the desired outcomes clear. Longer is not better when
it comes to advertising. Keep messages short and simple. Make sure the audience is left
knowing exactly what you want them to do - e.g., call now for your free consultation.
6. Make it personal. We intuitively know when
we’re part of an audience or not. Be sure to
look outside of your bubble to include
diversity in your storytelling. Use words like
you and your rather than they or them.
7. Assign yourself authority. You are the expert
on what you’re selling. Use facts and figures
as proof points to trigger the rational brain,
for example, “Vitabee has changed the lives
of thousands of people” or “one in five
doctors recommend flavorite.” You can also
use visuals like “pro tip” to indicate that
you’re a pro at what you do and are offering
advice to those seeking it.

As you have probably started to notice, knowing your audience is critical when it comes to
advertising. Most advertisers start with what they know about their audience and learn from
there through testing and response. If you don’t know your audience, you don’t know how or
where to speak with them.
Start by trying to pinpoint the socio-economic factors that affect their buying decisions. For
example, if you’re selling a $100 product, income level is going to be a deciding factor on
whether the person will buy your product or not. Someone who makes $500,000 a year will
likely have an easier path to deciding to buy than a person who’s making minimum wage.
You should also look at the values your audience holds. Values can sometimes shape buying
decisions. When you can identify how values shape those buying decisions, you know whether
you can overcome the objections to purchase - and you can save money by moving on from
those you can’t persuade.
Finally, you should think about how each generation adopts and uses technology. Remember
that only 14% of U.S. households had access to the
internet in their homes in 1994, while in the same
year 42% of adults had never heard of the
internet. Think about when Boomers and GenX
first started using computers - for some it was well
into their careers, and the first usage was green
text on a black screen, with no internet
connection. Their adoption of technology is
different from Millennials and GenZs.
Also look at how life events shape the way your
audience views the world. For example, Baby
Boomers (born between 1946 and 1964) are
considered the “me” generation. This means that
generally, this generation expects self-fulfillment
and are often individualists. This generation has

lived through Vietnam, Woodstock, the Kennedy assasination and the Space Race. They’ve been
a bold, world-changing generation, and their expectations are high.
This generation also controls 70 percent of all disposable income in the United States, and have
inherited trillions in recent years. They’re also growing in use of social media, with an estimated
59% using social media, 52% owning tablets and 74% having broadband internet at home as of
2019. This generation is going to pay attention to whether you keep your promises, provide
stellar customer service and easy connection points.
GenX (born between 1964 and 1980) grew up
with developing technology they embraced in
their careers. They’ve lived through the fall of
the Berlin wall, a handful of wars, and the
advent of MTV in the 80s to 90s grunge. They’re
also the most highly educated of all
generations, with 55% holding a college degree,
wield $2.6 trillion in spending power, and a
whopping 68% of Fortune 500 CEOs are GenX.
Roughly 76% of them use social media, 55%
own a tablet and 78% have broadband internet
at home. Stereotypically, GenX-ers will be family
oriented (many are taking care of both parents
and kids - sometimes under one roof),
financially responsible and self-reliant. They’ll
also be concerned with authenticity, tonality, and have a higher tolerance for more digital
platform connections. GenX largely consumes content on Facebook and YouTube, but they live
in the world between traditional advertising
channels (TV, print, radio) and emerging digital
platforms. Since this generation is used to
taking care of themselves (latch-key kids), clear
messaging is key - leave out the
unsubstantiated claims and illogical
conclusions.
Millennials (born between 1980 and 2000) lead
older Americans in the use of technology - with
93% owning a smartphone. Millennials have
lived through 911, and the rise of Google, social
media and video games. They’ve bypassed
Boomers as the largest living adult generation,
in 10 millennials have a college degree or
higher, and have spent an estimated $200
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billion a year. They tend to demand quick and immediate results and aren’t accustomed to
waiting for anything. Their attention spans are short.
They’re also avid users of social media (86%), with 53% owning a tablet and 78% having
broadband internet at home. What does that mean for the advertiser? You have to speak to
that short attention span. Get to your point quickly, be genuine, answer the questions they’re
asking and deliver on the promises you make (and if you don’t you should make sure you have
great customer service to fix it). If you’re
targeting this generation, make sure your
content is mobile-friendly and that you’re
connecting through the right channels, such as
texting, email, video and social media.
GenZ (born between 1997 and 2015) makes up
about 27% of the U.S. population, and were the
first generation raised completely with
technology from birth, and they’ve watched the
birth and growth of the major social channels
we use today. This generation’s adoption of
technology is higher than any generation - less
than half of them - 47% - prefer learning on
paper books. This both expands their borders
and impacts their lives, with many turning to
social media to connect and collaborate, but with 42% saying social media both affects how
others see you and impacts how they feel about themselves. This generation also has spending
power of over $143 billion, accounting for 40% of global consumers in 2020.
GenZ is not a traditional media generation. They, too, are used to accessing the things they want
and need quickly. When it comes to advertising to
GenZ, you need to get to the point quickly,
demonstrating how what you’re selling meets
their needs or solves their problems. GenZ is also
more concerned about your mission, your social
consciousness - they like to see you authentically
living your values. And when it comes to channel
planning, one study found that GenZ spends up
to 11 hours per day on social media, with
Snapchat and Instagram being more popular than
Facebook.
Where once traditional media outlets (TV, radio
and print) once ruled the advertising landscape,
that is changing as younger generations generations used to navigating tech - are entering

the buying ranks. For example, Pew Research has found that 86 percent of U.S. adults are
consuming their news through a handheld device or computer. Many are going directly to news
sites or podcasts to curate their news consumption. The majority of Boomers (58 percent), for
example, prefer network or cable TV. Younger generations rely on social media outlets for their
news - Deloitte estimates half of GenZ turn to social first for news.
While Boomers, GenX and Millennials mainly turned to watching TV and movies at home during
the pandemic, GenZ looked to playing video games, listening to music, surfing the internet and
social channels. Some are even considering GenZ to be driving trends for Millennials and GenX.
Because of the changing face of consumption of content across generations, advertisers must
pay attention to where their customers are consuming content in order to reach their
customers. And if you don’t know your audience,
you can’t craft compelling content that is
relevant to them and engages them.
When building your audience, ask yourself these
questions:
1. How old is my target audience (ideal
customer)?
2. What’s their income?
3. Are there values they hold that could
affect their perception of my brand?
4. How does my audience consume media?
5. What’s the best channel to use to get to
my audience?

Very often we end up helping clients who started a business by having an idea, building a
business plan, getting someone to create a logo for them and then going into the market. Very
often the logo or the colors in the logo are as far
as anyone has thought about the brand in these
businesses. Why is this a problem? Because
you’re wasting opportunities.
Branding is about perception - and perception
isn’t limited to a logo and a couple colors. Brand
is the words you (or your employees) say, the
visual identity (including photo guidelines) you
hold, your culture, among other things. Our three
brand watchwords are clear, concise and
consistent. Everything a customer sees about
your company shapes their perception. So the
more clear, concise and consistent (intentional)

you are about your brand, the more likely you
are to make an impression. And the more likely
you are to make an impression makes the path
to a sale shorter.
Why? Because there’s a rule in marketing called
the Rule of 7 that says a person has to see
something 7 times before it makes an
impression. Our brains are looking for visual
signals that allow us to sort information. The
more consistent you are in your branding, the
more effectively your audiences’ brains will sort
that information into recognizing the

information is about you. Logos are only one way to signal your audience to your brand.
Most people understand the importance of a logo. It’s an image that represents your company
and that signals customers who you are. Good logo creation will take into account your
positioning, personality and culture. But if you haven’t yet thought about these things, there’s
time to correct.

What Are Your Brand’s Key Messages?
A brand should be clear to your audience. Your message should be concise enough for your
audience to easily grasp it and to understand the benefits the brand brings them. And the
brand/messaging should be consistent across all
channels and consistent to what is already in the
market (unless you’re launching a new campaign).
That means everyone in the company should know
the official way to describe your company
(sometimes we call this an elevator pitch). New
hires should know your company culture because
they learned it when they walked in the door. You
should remind your customers of your key
messages in your communications with them.
With big brands, this sometimes comes in the form
of a tagline. A couple good examples of a brand
message in a tagline is Avis’ “we try harder” and
BMW’s “The Ultimate Driving Machine.” Another
example of a brand’s key message is GEICO’s “15
minutes could save you 15% or more on car insurance.” These messages tell you something
about their brands, and these statements are all clear, concise and consistent in usage.
To build your own key messages, you need to think about your positioning or what benefits you
bring to your customers - some follow the benefits/advantages/features model. Think about the
problems you solve or the needs you fill for your customers, and tailor messages to convey how
you fill those needs. This messaging is not about you or how great you are, it should be about
how you help your audience be better, stronger or problem-free.
Again, this message needs to be concise in order to keep the attention of your audience and to
aid in retention of the message. Clear and concise messaging also helps you build ambassadors
for your brand. Think about it: if every employee and customer can repeat your key message,
it’s easier for them to repeat it to others, carrying your brand message beyond your four walls
(or virtual boundaries).

You should also think about your tone (or brand voice) in your communications. Starbucks has
chosen, for example, functional and expressive and has given examples of what they mean by
these terms. Virgin has also defined their brand tone, striving to be “hip, easygoing,
informational, playful and tongue in cheek.” Think about any ads you’ve seen for Starbucks or
Virgin and think about whether you can detect that tone of voice in the ads.
Also contrast the more lighthearted tone of
Spanx to the more purpose-driven tone of
Reebok, then think about your own brand and
the tone it’s conveying. Is your brand serious? Is
it funny? Is that reflected in your website, your
social media posts and your advertising? The
brand tone for If you’re not being consistent, you
could be confusing your customers - or turning
them away.
Whatever tone you should choose, be sure it’s
authentic to your brand. If you’re normally
serious, it could be difficult to maintain a
humorous tone. Remember, your uniqueness is
what makes your brand your brand. Be true to
yourself and you’ll find your connections.
And whatever your tone or messages, never lie to your audiences. It’s the fastest and easiest
way to break trust and destroy your credibility.

What’s Your Visual Identity?
One way to make sure you maintain consistency is to create a brand book or style guide. It
doesn’t have to be complicated, but it does need to
capture important information about your brand because something as simple as using the same color
red or blue can make a difference when it comes to
recall on the part of your audience.
Your brand should also be a reflection of your
uniqueness. It should capture your personality. Think
about the golden arches of McDonalds and how iconic
they’ve become. Some companies go as far as setting a
visual identity and personality in order for everyone
working on behalf of the brand to create assets that
look and feel the same (think consistency). Your
personality will also reflect the connections you want to

make with your audience. Ideally, your personality will connect with your audience in a way
other brands don’t. And since 90 percent of the information transmitted to the brain is visual,
you can bet a consistent visual identity is important to making sure your customers remember
you.

Once you’ve set your visual identity, you’ve got your guiding star on look and feel. You’ve also
set your key messages, so you know what’s important to say in any ads. Now’s the time to put
the two pieces together and create an ad for your
business. There are commonalities between all of
that - psychological triggers in the way we view
content - that you need to keep in mind.
There are competing studies that have looked at
image placement by studying eye tracking in
advertisements. One study showed that faces on
the left side of the page capture more attention
than those on the right, and that text should go
to the right of the face. Test for yourself to see if
this is true in any static photo or video ads you
create and see if one version gets more

engagement over another.
Remember, images should contextually make sense
in the context of the topic you’re promoting, and
shouldn’t look too much like stock photography. For
example, if you’re promoting a Heating and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) company, stay away from
photos that look too posed. Instead use a photo
that looks more natural (see examples). And you
wouldn’t promote a restaurant by using a photo of
carpet cleaning unless the copy you write relates to
that photo in a way the photo makes sense.

Other studies have shown that audiences follow the model’s line of sight. That means you
should put headlines in line of sight of the
model’s eyes so that the audience will follow the
line of sight. There’s competing data on whether
you should use a direct gaze - or a person looking
straight into the camera - to make a personal
connection vs. an averted gaze to draw people
into the story.
One even contends audiences looked to both the
product and brand regions of interest for longer
when the model’s gaze is looking at the product
compared to when they were looking out at the
viewer. Also be aware that nonverbal cues make
us want to mimic behavior. Again, we’d suggest
testing different visuals to see which works for
your brand, but to be aware that things like
where the people in your ads are looking could
affect your ad’s performance.
Color psychology is an entire science unto itself. This is when understanding your audience can
really help you. For example, you can increase
conversions just by changing the color of your
call to action buttons. We’ve also seen brands
that have updated their brand colors and had
immediate spikes in followers on social media all because they tapped into the consciousness
of their audience and found colors that were
attractive to them.
There are some general rules of thumb on the
emotions colors convey. Brands build on this
color psychology when building their brands.
McDonald’s, for instance, has integrated their
iconic colors into every design related to their
brand. Red inspires passion and excitement and
yellow triggers hunger. Together they make
orange, which is also another color that inspires
hunger and friendliness (as well as friendliness and confidence) - a color also used in Fanta and
Orange Crush sodas.
On the other side of the color wheel are blue, purple and green. Blue generally inspires a feeling
of calming, serenity, intelligence and responsibility. It’s considered a cool color that brands like
Ford and Boeing have used for decades, and Facebook and Skype have adopted more recently.

Purple inspires a myriad of feelings: creativity, wisdom, wealth, royalty, luxury and mystery.
Brands like Monster and Yahoo! use this color in
their branding. Green can inspire wealth and
growth as well as nature, luck and health.
Brands like John Deere, Subway and Animal
Planet have adopted green into their branding.
When designing, you should take this color
psychology into account, along with the rules of
the color theory. Design should also be geared
toward your audience. Again, influences on the
different generations could affect their feelings
about the colors you use.

Fonts also have a personality that shapes our
perception. You should know the difference
between serif and sans serif fonts and should
take that into account when designing. Serif
fonts are traditional - often the fonts used in
books - and they convey a feeling of tradition
and authority. Sans serif fonts, in contrast, are
more clean and modern. Script fonts are usually
considered more elegant and friendly, but may
not be right for your brand and can affect
readability.

There are other design tips that could be the subject for an entire booklet like this, but we’ll
outline a couple rules of thumb here to guide you
as you begin to design your own ads. First, keep
in mind that more is not better. You should pay
close attention to the focal points in any ads you
do so that you don’t give your audience too
many places to look and thereby diluting the
effect of your ad. Think about how people read
and how we’ve been trained to consume

information. For example, people tend to follow a
capital F pattern when they read.
Be aware of the Golden Ratio in art and visual
design. You should also be aware of the Rule of
Thirds when it comes to focal points. And
remember to be consistent - especially to your
brand standards - if you want to be sure to make a
lasting impression. And you should also think about color and font accessibility when designing
to make it more impactful. There are tools to help guide you in this.

We thank you for the opportunity to share advertising tips for your small business. Of course,
there are many more things to learn about advertising - this is only a start! Be sure to look for
other resources from Loud & Clear Marketing to help your small business grow. And if you have
questions, contact us to set up your free consultation, or check out our YouTube page to see
some of our free online resources.
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Deb has always been a collector of stories whether reading, writing, or listening to them.
Turning the love of storytelling into a career, Deb
has helped tell the story of companies across the
United States, trade associations in the DC metro
area, non-profit organizations who are changing
the world, and politicians who often hang around
longer than they should.
Among her work, Deb has hiked the Valley of the
Giants to tell the story of sustainable forestry. She's run an award-winning campaign promoting
the passage of Medicare Part D. She's written and produced national advertisements that saved
the secondary housing market as we know it. And she's told Congress - more than once.- what
they should do with their votes through award-winning campaigns.
A recovering lawyer, she also knows how to run the operations of a business. She's good at
giving orders, making plans, and executing them. She also has a Master's degree in foreign
policy, if you ever want to geek out with her. She's always looking for a story to tell.

